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INTRODUCTION

A novel idea that uses a variable thickness window for a synchrotron radiation beamline is

proposed here for third-generation synchrotron x-ray facilities that can generate a very bright x-

ray beam in a very small area. The main advantages of using a variable thickness window are as

follows: (1) to make it possible to design a window without filters and therefore make more low

energy photons available to the users; (2) to increase the heat conduction ares without increasing

the thickness in core area so that the maximum temperature in the window can be significantly

decreased; (3) to increase the safety margin of window system due to the increasing structural

integrity, especially in regars to the buckling load in thin windows, which also increases the

structural integrity of window against shock due to sudden loss of vacuum; and (4) to increase

the window size under the same operating conditions. Compared to a uniform Be window, the

variable thickness Be window reduces the likelihood of the catastrophic break.

Because windows usually have a regular geometry, such as rectangular or circular forms,

the finite-difference method is the best fit for their analyses. Finite-difference formulation with

temperature-dependent material properties are used for variable thickness plane thermal and

plane stress problems. Because radiative cooling dominates when the temperature is high, the _,_

radiation effect has been considered. _ ........... ' ':_ '_* ___'_ _'-_';_ -_"':"_'' _ "-._._'--_._;ili_
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In this paper, the finite difference formulations for variable thickness thermal analysis and

variable thickness plane stress analysis are presented. In heat transfer analysis, radiation effects

and temperature-dependent thermal conductivity are taken into account. While in thermal stress

analysis, the thermal expansion coefficient is considered as temperature dependent. An

application of the variable thickness window to an Advanced Photon Source beamline is

presented.

VARIABLE THICKNESS THERMAL ANALYSIS

Finite Difference Formulation

Assuming a domain of size a by b is divided into a mesh (as shown in figure 1) in which Ax

and Ay are the sizes of the grid in the x and y directions, respectively, one can apply the first law

of thermodynamics to a nodal point i, j in figure 1 (b):

/ 1 1

q,_ray_(%+ ti_t,j)+qi_tAx_(tid+ ti,j_i)+ qi+tAy_(ti,j+ ti+l,j)+ (I)
_. "'qj+tAx (ti,i +t_d+t)+q A_Ayt_d + 2qrAxAy=O

where qi-l, qj-1, qi+l, qj+l andq r can be related to temperature by Fourier's law in conduction and

Stefan-Boltzmann law in radiation:

q,-_=_T,__j- T_.j r,,j_t- L,j
Ar_ " qj-i = k Ay '

qi+l= k Ti+Id- Ti'j Ti4+l- Ti'J
AX " qj+l = k Ay '

q' =o_r,4j- to'). (2)

Radiation is taken into account by qr for a unit area. In equation (1), the factor of 2

accounts for the top and bottom surfaces.

Inserting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) and letting B= Ax/Ay, one has
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[ Ti_l. j (li. j Jr li.i, j ) "t-Tit.i, j (li. j Jr li+l. 1 ) Jr B2Ti.j_I (fi,j + li,j.-I )+

I I

n2T,.,,(,,.j+,,.,,)]-'r,.jl,,.j+7""' +7"-"J+B2".J+

½ +±_ A<2 +2a_o_(ro,_T,/J2t_'J-*2 t,..j.,]+q"'--_-.t;j k ;J): () (3)

For an iterative solution, if m denotes the iteration number, one can use the following

approximation:

T "+14 = 4T"3T ''+1 3-,. 4,.j _. ,.j _,j -. *l;:j. (4)

Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3), an expression for rk*_,.lcan be derived as

l_

Tm.l _..1/ m ' BZTmt ' ',.j r;__,.i_,._ += + Ti.l,jli+l,j i-l.j i-l,j + B2Tim+l,jti+l,j +
A_ (5)

L '.. '

where

1 1

'"-"'=7('"J+"-')' '"+"'=7("J+"+'J)' (65
1 . 1

t'i.i_I "-_'(li.j + ti.j-I ), t,.i+l = _( lt.j + ti,j+l ),

and

A = ti-ij + t,'+l.j + B 2t;.j-I + B2t;.j+I + 8 . _ET_j3. (7)

In the case of a uniform thickness, without radiation effects and, for Ax = Ay, all varia _es

in Eq. (6) become the same and equal to ti.j. Equation (5) then becomes:

T "+l liT" T ..... Axl '" }i.j = 7[ ,-i.j + /+l.j +r;.j-I + T;,j+l +"-_', q ti.j . (8)



This is the standard finite difference formulation for a planar heat conduction problem that

can be found in almost any finite difference text book. The finite difference formulation based

on Eq. (5) is a direct iteration method. For computers, an effective method for obtaining a

numerical solution is called the successive over-relaxation method (SOR) [1]. If the SOR

method is used, the new value at node i, j can be calculated as:

Tm+l ., , COf-.-m+l.' mt' -I B 2-m+l ' B2T " t'
i,j = (1- oo)T_,j-t--_tli_Ljli_l.j "1"Ti+t,j i+t,j " t i-l.jti-l,j + i+l,j md+

(9)

TL"'"r...,,.,_,.o, (3T;.S4.._

The codenotes the relaxation factor. If co= !, the SOR method reduces to the classical

Gauss-Seidel methed. With a relaxation factor o_ co_2, the convergence can be guaranteed [1].

Boundary Conditions

Two boundary conditions have been investigated: a convective boundary and a constant

temperature boundary.

Convection Boundary. As shown in figures 2(b) and 2(c), the temperature at a comer node

and that at an edge node should be derived separately.

For the case in figure 2(b), the following equation can be derived from the first law of

thermodynamics:

Ayl.
qi_i _-_ ti,j + q j_lA_l (tid + ttd_l ) + qt+l "_[ ti,j + ti+l,j) + (10)

qj+lAxtid +q"'Ax-_tid + 2qrA_ Ay = 02

where

qi-I = h(T** - Ti.j ), qj-I = k 7"id-i- Ti'j .
Ay

TU+,- T'.J (l l)
qi+l = h(T**- Tid ), qj+i = k Ay "

q_- o_<r,4,- To).

By assuming that Bio= hAx/k, the temperature in a corner node can be expressed as:



./..,,,_1= +{ Bi,,T, Ji.j(I + B)+ r_tljti+l, j,,,' + B2Tm+lt ' +- _4 ij-I i.j-IA "
(12)

o%"r_+To'--K'.[Tq ',.j+ .

where, ti+,,jand tl.j_,are given by equation (6) and A' by:

" = ' 4 Ax2 GeT m3A Biotij(l+B)+ti+l,j+Bltl7_l+ _ ,.j . (13)' ' k

When SOR is used, the temperature becomes:

Tm+l In _ { n2 ,'r'm+li'• ij =(! oJ)T;4+ Bi,,T**ti.j(l+B) = '- + W_+l.jtt+l.j + o ii.j_lri,j_ I +

(14)

--U.LTq,,j . +

Similarly, for the case of an edge node, the formula corresponding to Eq. (1) is:

Ayl. 1 Avl

q,__-7-7tr,j+t,__,j)+qj__A__(r,.j+t_.j__)+q,+,--_--_(t,.j+t._,j)+ (15)
-. Ay Av

Arti.j + q Ax-:=-ti. j + 2q'Ax _ = 0qj+l
A 2

O

From Eq. (I5), the new value of the temperature at node i, j can be writfen as:

/o

T m+l &{ ' Tin, + B2,r,m+l :47 = Tm_._ti-l.j + i+l.jti+l.j "i.)-lIi.j-I + B_oBT**t_ j
A _

(16)

--_-L-_qtij + . I"40

where A" is given by:

,.=1 t. 1 . .A 7 i-i'j+B2ti'j-I+ ti+i'j+BioBti'j+4"_ "GeTTj3 (17)

The SOR form of Eq. (16) is

T,,,+I m CO [I T,.+ I , +1 .,, . B2T,.+It,
.,.j =(I-(a)r;.j+-_ ,_,.ffi_i,j+BioBr**ti.j 27,+l.jt,.l.j+ i.j_i,.j_l+

A,ciF' ... +°'C/3T'.";4+To4''}'1_ )Jl (18)-E-.LTqt,.j
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Temperature Boundary. Because the temperature at the boundary is given, iteration is not

necessary. The boundary node temperature should be put wherever it applies.

Temperature- Dependent Material Properties

If the thermal conductivity of the material is temperature dependent, the k values in the

above equations need an update in each iteration.

VARIABLE THICKNESS STRESS ANALYSIS

Basic Equations

Because displacement boundaries are usually given in the case of filters and windows used

in synchrotron radiation facilities, the displacement method should be employed for their thermal

stress analysis.

The basic equations for a variable thickness plane problem are equilibrium equations,

constitutive relations, and compatible equations.

Equilibrium Equations. Equilibrium equations for the variable thickness plane problem are

[21:

3N x + ONe, =0
Ox o3.,

0Ny+ 0N_ =0
,_x (19)

Constitutive Relation. The relations between strains and forces in the cross section can be

expressed as [2]:

1

e_ = .-_t( N.,:- vNr )+ aT
1

c'r = "_t (N>' - oN x ) + aT

2(!+o)

Y_= Et N._ (20)

Rearrangement of Eq. (20) leads to:



Et .3u Ov Et aT
N,: i,: 6%_T.,+°_)-_- o

Et . Ov Ou, Et aT
N:.: _(-_y + v-_-x,-1_-_ (21)

Et . Ou Ov

N,,,:---_T+_)2(1+ .

Substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (19), one has

a_.i e, au o_,_l_e.l_e__tvtvarl+a.Et (a,,+_)l=Oa, (_-,_i(_+'_) _2ii+,_) Or ox
0 Et Ov Ou Et 0 Et Ou c)v)] = 0
_t (__-f:_(_+oT,)-___rl+_I 2(-G_+o)(-g:... _._ (22)

For a variable thickness problem, thickness t is the function of x and y. If the thermal

expansion coefficient o_is temperature dependent, the derivatives of oc with x and y are not zero.

However, if the temperature change with coordinates is not large compared with other terms in

the equations, the derivative of o_with x and y can be approximately assumed to be zero. Thus

equation (22) becomes:

02u. l-v02u l+lJ 02v (l+lJ)a__x_x +Ox2 20y 2 ! 2 0xOy

(O_u &,.lOt l- v .Ou Or.lOt v ) l Ot
ax+ v_)7_+Tt_+_T_. -aT(l+ 7_ =°

02v l-v O2v l+ v 02u (23)
Oy2 + 4 (l+ V)a-_+2 Ox2 2 OxOy

_, Ou . l Ot + l- v . _, Ou . l Ot ,1 Ot('_+oS_7S T(_+_. _TS;,-ar(l+°,TTv=°-

Boundary. Conditions. For a displacement boundary, we have

u=u, v=v (24)

Stress Strain Relations. Stresses can be expressed as the function of displacement u, and v:

N,, E .0u 0v
crx = _ = aT, (,_o_)t_+_)-

N,, E . Ov Ou% =_ = aT (25), _l_o2)(_+°-b-2x)-

Jv_. e (a,,+o,,)
" t 2(1+v) 05' Ox



Finite Difference Formu!at_ion

Using central difference formula, the above equilibrium equations (23), displacement

boundaries (24), and stress displacement relations (25) can be written in finite difference forms:

2ui,j[l+ 1------_OB2 l+lt,3 _ ltt3)-ui.j+ , )----_2 I-tti+l'J( ) tti-I'J (1 - (l+lt24"l-l) B2-

I-u UB_Ui'j-t(l--lt24) B2-(Vi+l'J-vi-I'j)t24TB-(vi')+l-Pi'J-I)tl3 4

_l+ulv,.l.i+l +v_-Li-I --(V_-i,i+l + Vi+l,j_l )i'--'ff-- B+ AxtzlT_+t. i -Ti_l. j + Ti,jtls] =0

l-u 4 ¼ 1 (26)2viill+'_Fl-v_.j.t(l+. t24)-vi,j-i( 1- t24)-vi+14(l+ tts)l-u.2B 2

l-v l-u v

t'i-I,j(I--ltl3) _-_-_--(Ui.j+ I -Ui,j_ I )t13 TB-(ui+I.j -Ui-l.j )t24 "_-

1+O 1+19

Iu;+t.j,,+ u__l.j_l- (u,__.j+l+ u_+t.j__)l--ff_-'-+ _2 Ayo_[ Ti.¢+j - T i.j_z + T_,jt24 ] = 0 '

where

1

t13 = ti,j (ti+l'J -ti_l. j )

1

t24 = ti--7( ti,j+I --ti.j_ i ) (27)
Ar

B -"'_ ,

Ay

When SOR is used for iteration, Eq. (26) becomes:

u,.+l ,,. ¢O m 1 m+l .. 1 1 1- 1_ B2i,j =(I--(O)Ui,j'I" [Ui+Lj(l+--_ti3)--Ui-I,j(l--'-_tl3)--U_+l(l+ t24) T --
211+ I-VB2]

2

4 _ " _- Vm vm+l)tls4B-
um+l --(Vt+I,j -- i-Lj ! 24/.j_l(l- t24) - B 2 v m+l _t B-( i,¢+t - _.i-t

., +.m+t ., m l+u l+v . ._ l}lv.,.j+! v__t.j__- (v__tj+_+v_+Lj_t)1--_ n+--7 axt_!1._.1- T__Lj+T_.jtls

__ 1 vm,,tl_lt2,,_ ,. 1 ,l-vi)m+l m O9 {Vi,n_+l(1+ t24)--i,j-lX Vi+I,j(I+ /13 2B 2i,j =(l-(o)vi,j + l-u (28)
2[1+-_-1

,.+l 1 )1-1) ,,, m+t. I-OB " " o-u_-t'i )t24 4Bviq.j(l_ tl 3 2B 2 _(Ui.j+I _Ui.j_I Jtl3 T __l, Ui+l. j m+l _--

lu" u ''+! t" ,, l+u I+UAvalTii+l_Tci_l+T_jt241}i+l.j+l + i-Lj-i -( ¢i-Lj+l +ui+l.j-t)l'-'ff-ff'+'-_"- • ,

The boundary conditions are:

llm+ I --
i.j = il_ (29)

V m+l -- V
i,j



After the convergence, one can calculate the stresses by the following stress- displacement

relation:

(°rx)i,j = 2(I- 02 )At Iftq'l'J -ui-t'J )+ ol](l"t'j_-I -- I_i'j-I )]- ctTi'i

e _ (30)(Gy)i.j = 2(l_ o2)ArlB(v_.j+l -Vi,j_l)+ l)(Ui+l,j-Ui_l,j) l- otTi,j

E

(cr"Y)l'J - 4(I + o)Ar I B(ui'J+l -u"J-I )+(vi*lJ - v_-IJ )1

BENCHMARKS

To make sure that the algorithm derived here is correct, benchmarks have been conducted

and results are compared with those from the finite element code ANSYS [3].

Thermal Analysis of Uniform Thickness Filters. The thermal analysis of a filter subjected

to an x-ray heat load has been performed and compared with the finite element code ANSYS.

The difference with the ANSYS analysis is within 1%.

Thermal Analysis of Variable Thickness Filters. The second benchmark problem is a

variable thickness filter subjec ted to an x-ray heat load with a temperature boundary condition.

Comparison with the ANSYS result is also indistinguishable.

Radiation Effect, A similar problem has been analyzed taking into consideration the

radiation effect. The difference is still very small.

Benchmarks for thermal stress were also conducted, and the results are compared with

those from the finite element code ANSYS. The thermal stress analysis of a filter subjected to an

x-ray heat load has been analyzed with the finite element code ANSYS. The result here obtained

with the finite difference method is consistent with ANSYS.

APPLICATIONS

The behavior of a window can be improved by using variable thickness. One example is

variable thickness windows for the SRI CAT undulator. It is assumed that the temperature of the

block-holding filter and the window is kept at 300 K. The thermal conductivity of both graphite
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and Be material is 2 W/cm K. The radiation effect is taken into account with the emissivity of

0.2 for both the Be and graphite materials.

Table 1 lists results of many cases with different sizes and thickness coefficients, if

comparing two window cases that have identical conditions except that one is uniform and

another has variable thickness, one can see a significant improvement with the variable thickness

window. For example, compare two cases in table 1, case 7 with a = 0.254, b = 0, and c = 0 and

case 8 with a = 0.254 and b = c = 0.2. The maximum temperature difference for case 8 (the

variable thickness window) is 209 °K, while for case 7 (the uniform thickness window) it is 415

°K, more than a 100% thermal improvement.

Table 1. Absorbed Power and Maximum Temperature Difference for Undulator A Filter and
Window

Case Size of Filter Window Thickness Absorbed Absorbed Max Max

Window Thick- Parameters* Power in Power in Temp. of Temp. of
ness Filter Window Filter Window

(mmXmm) (btm) a b c (W) (W) (K) . (K)
1 6X6 0 0.125 0.2 0.2 269.5 425.9

2 6X6 0 0.125 0.2 0.4 315.6 408.3

3 6X6 0 0.125 0.1 0.2 239.1 438.7

4 6X6 0 0.125 0.2 0.0 197.0 449.0

5 6X6 0 0.254 0,1 0.1 250.6 464.0

6 6X6 0 0.254 0.0 0.0 163.4 528.0

7 9X9 0 0.254 0.0 0.0 163.4 715.0

8 9X9 0 0.254 0.2 0.2 311.0 509.0

9 9X9 200 0.254 0.2 0.2 355.5 112.9 1396.0 377.1

*Window thickness is defined by:

h(x,y) = a + bx 2 + cy 2

DISCUSSION

The algorithm for variable thickness plane heat transfer analysis that includes the radiation

cooling effect and the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity, as well as the algorithm for

variable thickness plane thermal deformation and stress analysis that includes the temperature-

dependent thermal expansion coefficient have been implemented into a software package XRAP
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[4]. The package can generate .x-rayspectral and energy spectrum and their absorption in media.

The finite difference formulation presented in this paper were used for variable thickness filter

and window analysis.
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Figure 3. Finite Difference Grid for Plane Stress Analysis
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